
Brady Lybarger: Comments provided to Kiley Dancy by phone, 6/27/2017  

• On New Jersey’s recreational non-compliance finding for summer founder, from a 
commercial standpoint is frustrating. The commercial numbers are highly regulated. We 
can’t come up with whatever measures we want like the recreational fishery seems to be 
able to.  

• Looking for more detail on which summer flounder migrate north/south vs. east/west? New 
Jersey is kind of in the middle where they see two different migrations. This is seen in the 
commercial fishery – fish suddenly start to go east, and you can tell they’re not coming 
from the south. Around January you can see those fish move from the south and no more 
fish moving in from the west. Curious where that migration line is drawn exactly. We’re 
in the strange pocket of NJ where some go each way.  

• For scup, we haven’t seen over the last two years large numbers of scup below the Hudson 
Canyon – they are not as high as in the past. The last couple of years, they have been more 
above the Hudson Canyon line and east-northeast, and haven’t come down as far. Not sure 
if this shows up in the spatial fishery information the Council reviews such as VTRs. Cape 
May boats generally haven’t gone after scup in the last couple of years because they’ve 
been out of reach.  

• There were not a lot of scup landings in Cape May this past winter. Point Pleasant and 
north had a fair amount of landings. Hearing they are more on the northeastern side of 
Hudson Canyon. It’s not very appealing to go out there for Cape May guys because of the 
potential to catch sea bass and fluke, when you can’t necessarily land it up there. Once you 
get that bycatch, you’re limited in where you can go. Scup landings for Cape May boats in 
2016 dropped off compared to 2015, and then in 2017 were very few (for boats fishing 
primarily south of Hudson Canyon). It seems like the very juvenile fish come down here – 
maybe they need warmer waters, and the larger more mature fish can withstand colder 
waters up north, or maybe it’s food related.  

• I support developing landings flexibility in the summer flounder amendment. We need 
more flexibility to land where convenient with each trip. We would like to be able to 
offload scup in Rhode Island, but have on board our quota for fluke, and not offload them, 
then travel to New Jersey to unload them. We would like to have the flexibility to bump 
down the coast and land in different ports. We should have the ability to separate different 
limits of fish in the hold and offload them where we’d like.  

• If moving toward a scup quota model for summer flounder, we might have to make sea 
bass the same system for consistency. Many are using fluke and sea bass profits together 
to fund a trip. The scup model may make the fluke fishery a derby fishery in the winter. 
Right now, it isn’t like that for scup because the price isn’t there. If you made this system 
for fluke, wouldn’t you be creating a derby fishery in the winter? If the winter fishery 
closed for fluke, would there be a bycatch amount allowed or would all landings be closed?   

• Virginia’s program for bycatch management of fluke is pretty good. Once it closes the limit 
goes to 10% of your catch. We should have some kind of bycatch allowance set-aside for 
when the coastwide fishery closes. When you’re done catching flounder, you’re not using 
a flounder net, but you can still have flounder bycatch.  
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